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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
Neuroscience, as other experimental sciences, supports, 

refutes or validates hypotheses by conducting experiments on 
living organisms. For instance, by connecting electrical sensors 
to a cat’s spinal cord, and monitoring its neurons activities, 
neuroscientists can determine whether capsaicin1 (chili pepper 
active component) has the same effect as anesthesia in the 
presence of pain [1].  

In a typical neuroscience experiment, a neuroscientist is 
responsible of: (i) preparing the subject; (ii) connecting and 
calibrating sensors; (iii) collecting and storing the experiment 
data (e.g. file, database); (iv) applying algorithms and statistics 
for discovering meaningful patterns. Because of the volume of 
the resulting data, and the complexity of the algorithms used 
for finding patterns, the data analysis is usually done post-
mortem. Yet, given the complexity of setting an experiment 
(e.g., special and expensive equipment, juridical protocols 
concerning experiments using animals, gathering together field 
experts), its duration (e.g., 8 hours), and the fact that each 
experiment is unique (e.g., every subject has its own 
characteristics), neuroscientists require novel tools for 
processing and exploring data in real-time so that they can 
better control the progress of an experiment. 

Although there has been a lot of progress in the domain of 
automatic knowledge discovery (e.g., deep learning), we 
believe humans play a central role in the data analysis task. 
Therefore, we propose to build a visual stream processing 
system for supporting the analysis and exploration of data 
streams in real-time, by exploiting human’s natural ability for 
discovering patterns. Our work combines stream processing 
and data storage techniques [2, 3], with data visualization 
theory. We study strategies for visualizing different types of 
data considering constraints related to real time and data 
volume. This paper presents our stream processing and 
visualization system adapted to the requirements of the 
neuroscience domain. 

A. State of the Art 
Current solutions for visualizing data depend on traditional 

DBMSs for storing and retrieving raw data, and the use of 
custom visualization tool to process and render it [4]. For 
instace, ScalaR is a 3-layer based visualization system (GUI, 
web server, database) that dynamically performs resolution 
reduction when the expected result of a DBMS query is too 
large to be effectively rendered on a screen [5]. Instead of 
running the original query, ScalaR inserts aggregation, 
sampling or filtering operations to reduce the size of the result 
before plotting it. A similar example is ForeCache [6], a 
general-purpose tool for exploratory browsing of large datasets 
based on a lightweight browser interface, and a DBMS running 

1	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capsaicin	

on a back-end server. For improving response times, ForeCache 
introduces the use of a cache system, for pre-fetching data as 
the user explores a dataset. Finally, Tableau2 is an interactive 
interface to general OLAP queries. 

As stated in [7], the decouple database-visualization tool has 
three main drawbacks: (i) the database is unaware of related 
queries and may recomputes the same results (e.g., slightly 
panning a map will issue a query to recompute the entire map, 
though most results are unchanged); (ii) visualization tools 
duplicate basic database operations, such as filtering and 
aggregation; (iii) visualization tools assume that all raw data 
and metadata fit entirely in memory, which is not the case for 
large datasets. There are some initial results for building 
interactive real-time visualizations over data streams [8, 9]. 
Yet, these works focus mainly on visualizing time-series. We 
study the full spectrum of data types (temporal, tabular, geo-
spatial) and data visualization techniques, and propose a 
general-purpose visualization processing system adapted to the 
requirements of the neuroscience domain. 

B. Visual Stream Processing System 
Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach. In the figure, 

data are collected during a neuroscience experiment and 
continuously transmitted to our system for being processed in 
real-time. Then, depending on the type of analysis that a 
neuroscientist wants to conduct, he/she (i) defines queries using 
a set of operators and (ii) chooses the kind of visual 
representation that he/she requires. For instance, in our 
approach a neuroscientist can group the data into temporal 
windows of 1h. Then, for each window, he/she can choose 
different types of visualizations (e.g., point chart, histogram, 
start plot) for analyzing the correlation among the collected 
data.  

Fig. 1 Visual stream processing system for analyzing and visualizing data 
streams. 

Our system is based on the notion of stream operators (e.g., 
fetch, sliding window, average, etc.). Figure 2 shows the 
general architecture of a stream operator. As shown in the 
figure, an operator communicates asynchronously with other 

2	http://www.tableausoftware.com	
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operators using a message oriented middleware. As data is 
produced, the operator fetches and copies the data to an internal 
buffer. Then, depending of the operator’ logic, it applies an 
algorithm and sends the data to the next operator. In our 
approach, there is one operator for collecting the data from an 
experiment and one for plotting the data. The idea is that a 
neuroscientist defines the sequence of operators for processing 
and then plotting the data.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Architecture of a visual stream processing system for analyzing and 
visualizing data streams. 

C. Implementation and current work 
We have implemented a first version of data stream 

operators and conducted an experimental validation using data 
from studies regarding pain. We are currently evaluating the 
capacity of the system for addressing data volume (with respect 
to online memory consumption) and data processing 
performance, while visualizing time-series continuously.  
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